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SCENE 1 - A JUNGLE

We descend down to a jungle scene and then pan left.

A cave entrance comes into view.

A simple paper plane comes flying out of the entrance and

starts flying upwards.

We follow this amazing paper plane as it flies through some

trees.

It continues to climb upwards above the trees. It loops

around and then sways in the wind, moving up and down like a

butterfly through the sky and clouds.

When it comes out of the clouds, it flies through and past

some buildings.

It does another loop and then starts to descend.

The paper plane zips past some houses really fast and...

SCENE 2 - CINGKUS HOME

The paper plane descends towards CingKus’ home and flies

through a window.

INSIDE, the plane continues its flight. It flies around the

empty room once, slowly descending.

It then flies under KUS’ door.

There’s a beat before the door opens and Kus steps out,

unfolding the paper plane into a postcard.

TIK

Kus, I am in a predicamental

situation that requires some

intervention of an assisstal

nature, as well as a little help.

In order for you to perform this

task, you will need to sojourn to

my domicile and acquire the

unlocking apparatus that would be

in the shape I have illustrated

herein.

On the postcard, we see the crude image of a circular stone

with three protruding points that almost resemble a three-

pin plug, but rounded.

(CONTINUED)
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Next to the drawing (pan right a little) there is an even

smaller and messy looking, not to mention rough, map. It’s

not very clear that it’s a map, could very well be some sort

of horizontal scribble.

TIK (V.O.) (CONT’D)

Once you have acquired this key

into your possession, I will

continue this narration and explain

the map that you have just noticed,

just so that you do not have to

read ahead. Suffice to say, you

should preserve this postcard for

later and do not lose it.

Kus appears a little skeptical at first as he reads (and

hears the voice-over). CING pops up behind Kus to read over

his shoulder.

CING

Road trip?

KUS

Road trip.

TOGETHER

(Excitedly)

ROAD TRIP!!!

SCENE 3 - TRAVEL MONTAGE

Doors close on VAN, engine starts.

Wheels turn.

Van is cruising through town, grooving along to some grovy

music.

Background shifts from the town - to countryside - to

outback - and finally to Tik’s home.

Tires stop.

Doors open.

Pull back - Cing and Kus pose dramatically in front of van,

looking at Tik’s home.
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SCENE 4 - TIK’S HOME

The door opens. Cing and Kus look in first instead of just

entering.

CING

What exactly are we doing?

Kus pulls out the postcard.

KUS

We’re looking for this strange

little doohickey.

Cing squints at it.

CING

What is it?

KUS

Something Uncle Tik needs,

apparently.

CING

So, where is it?

KUS

Somewhere in his ’domicile’.

We pull back and the little hut appears to be much bigger on

the inside and very loaded with relics and other junk. There

is a three legged table just off in one corner.

Cing and Kus look at each other.

They step in.

We go through a series of static shots as Cing and Kus

search the room, each scene jumps from one to another with

Cing and Kus in different places. The last being Cing and

Kus standing in the middle of the room after an unsuccessful

search - except Cing has a armful of Rambutans and he’s

munching on them.

KUS (CONT’D)

It really shouldn’t be this hard.

CING

(slobbering)

I agree... There must be more

rambutans lying around.

Kus looks over at Cing disappointingly.

(CONTINUED)
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Cing carries his armful of rambutans to the table and drops

them on the table. He looks around for something to sit on.

KUS

Maybe we’re missing something.

He pulls out the postcard again, and it’s upside-down. He

turns it around.

He looks hard with a bit of a confused look.

He looks up at Cing who is trying to sit on a vase.

Kus looks back at the postcard, and turns it around.

He looks up again, Cing is trying to sit of an upright mask,

we notice the table.

Kus looks back at the postcard and quickly looks up again.

CING

Why doesn’t your uncle have any

chairs? He should have chairs so

that we don’t have to just stand

around a table.

KUS

Maybe because it’s not a table.

Look!

Kus holds out the postcard for Cing.

Cing looks at the card and then at the table and at the card

and at the table.

CING

(pointing)

Is that what we had to find?

KUS

I think so...

CING

That’s a doohickey?

KUS

It’s the only thing that matches

the drawing so far. Maybe if we

turn it around.

They turn it upside-down, step back and look at it.

The voice-over continues.

(CONTINUED)
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TIK (V.O.)

Now that you have found the

apparatus that I have required you

to find in order to help me...

KUS

(looks up)

I guess it’s the right one, I hear

Uncle Tik’s voice-over again.

CING

I don’t hear anything. What’s he

saying?

KUS

That we found the apparatus that he

required us to find in order to

help him.

CING

Ah, long sentences. Sounds like

him.

TIK (V.O.)

Are you both quite done so that I

may continue with my exposition?

KUS

Sorry.

CING

What?

KUS

Shh...

CING

Oh.

As the voice over continues, Kus gestures for Cing to carry

the table (obviously much larger than anyone expected, so

Cing has problems carrying it) out to Van and then looks

back at the postcard.

TIK (V.O.)

...you Will need to bring the

apparatus to the cave in which I am

trapped. I have provided you with a

schematical map for you to follow

from my humble abode to the cave

although I fear that you may need a

magnifying glass to read the map.

(CONTINUED)
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A magnifying glass comes over the horizontal scribble and

the image of a simple map becomes clear, with Tik’s Hut (on

the right of the image) drawn with great detail. A road

leading away through a jungle and leading to a hillside that

goes upward. That leads to the cave entrance we saw earlier.

As the camera pans left, following the trail, we see a

drawing of VAN driving along the trail. It gets momentarily

lost in the jungle section before jumping out from behind

some bushes and back on the ’road’.

As we push in a little more, the details become clearer

until van reaches the entrance to the cave when the image

takes up the whole screen, as normal.

Tik’s voice-over continues over that.

TIK (V.O.) (CONT’D)

If you follow the path as

illustrated, and you shouldn’t have

any problems with that, you should

find your way through the jungle

easily and then straight to the

hill where the cave that I am

trapped in will be. You will need

to bring the apparatus into the

cave with you so that you may use

it on the trap door that has sealed

me within this nice and homely

cavern.

(beat)

Do bring along some nice snacks as

well, like maybe a good durian cake

or juicy mangosteens, and don’t

forget a nice ice kacang too.

SCENE 5 - THE CAVE

Van pulls up to the cave’s entrance.

Cing and Kus get out. Kus has a back-pack now.

KUS

Bring along that table thing.

CING

Why do i have to be the one who

carries it. It’s so big and heavy.

Kus thinks a moment.

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

Because you’re the big strong

powerful cat, and I’m the useless

rat who can’t carry anything.

CING

And don’t you forget it.

The side door of Van opens and Cing struggles to carry the

apparatus.

Kus watches a moment as Cing slowly carries it off the van

and over to the cave’s entrance.

KUS

If I were a cat, I’d find it would

be easier to just roll it...

Cing stops and blinks a bit as the thought processes itself.

CING

I know an easier way to move this!

I’ll roll it!

He puts it edgewise on the ground and then rolls it into the

cave. Kus follows closely behind, pulling out the postcard.

TIK (V.O.)

I suppose that once you reach the

cave, it would be a good time to

warn you of the various booby-

traps that are just within the

entrance meant to discourage

amateurs.

Sound effects of springs and whooshing and cutting and

"THUNK"s. We can hear both Cing and Kus screaming

alternatively.

TIK (V.O.) (CONT’D)

They are non-lethal, of course,

although I suppose the fire trap

might be a little lethal if you’re

not careful in avoiding it.

We hear a really loud big WHOOSH and flames shoot out of the

cave’s entrance.

TOGETHER

WHOOOO-HOO-HOO-HOOOOOO!!!!!
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SCENE 6 - THE CAVE - INSIDE

Cing And Kus look pretty worn out as the trudge through the

cave. Cing is rolling the table.

TIK (V.O.)

After you’ve gotten past those neat

little booby-traps, it isn’t really

very far from where I am currently

holed up, which is really just a

few steps in.

CING

Are we there yet?

KUS

I guess just a little bit further.

TIK (V.O.)

When you get to the fallen door

that is keeping me in here, use the

apparatus to open the door.

Cing and Kus reach the area where a massive circular rock

blocks the path. It has three holes in it that would fit the

table that Cing is rolling. They notice this and pause a

moment.

KUS

Well, this is it.

CING

Good. I’m tired of rolling this

around. It’s heavy.

KUS

We still have to get it into this

socket.

Cing pulls a face and then reluctantly rolls the table into

place.

Kus and Cing lift it to fit the table into the sockets.

Once in place, they step back and observe their work.

CING

So what do we do now?

TIK

(yelling from the other side

of the door)

If you have the apparatus in place,

it would have unlocked the locking

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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TIK (cont’d)
mechanism and you just have to roll

it and the door open in order to

open the door.

KUS

Oh... okay.

CING

(grumbling)

More rolling... bah!

Cing throws his arms in frustration, but he and Kus get to

rolling the door open.

Once the rock is rolled out of the way, they zip to the

entrance to peek in...

TIK

It’s about time you got that

postcard and went to my domicile to

pick up the apparatus and brought

it here to open this rock that

trapped me in here, boys.

And they see that Tik has definitely made himself very very

comfortable - with a cushy looking chair and foot-stool that

he’s making good use of. There’s a cosy looking fireplace, a

gramophone is playing some soft music, and he has a tall

bamboo cup with a little umbrella and fancy straw.

TIK (CONT’D)

Might I interest you in a coconut

water in a bamboo mug, or did you

manage to get some ice kacang?

Kus digs into his bag.

KUS

One ice kacang as you requested.

He flourishes an empty bowl proudly, and then blinks

unbelievingly when he notices it’s empty.

TIK

Ah, you must have tripped that

fiery booby-trap of hot fire that

would be hot enough to melt an ice

cold ice kacang. Never mind, then,

as you both can accompany me to the

end of this journey.

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

Are you hunting for some treasure?

CING

Are you searching for some

irresistible rare durian? Or

rambutans? Mangosteen? Nangka?

Duku?

Cing drools as he thinks about the foods.

KUS

Speaking of food, I did bring the

other stuff you asked for.

TIK

Ah, keep it for later. Let us press

forward to our goal, which is for

us to make our move and gain the

greatest victory ever!

Cing and Kus look at Tik with some confusion.

TOGETHER

Huh?!?

TIK

Let’s get going then and not waste

anymore time as we’re nearly to the

end of this little episode, and

don’t forget to bring the

table-looking apparatus that you

brought with you.

Tik begins to move on as he says all that, passing by Cing

and Kus, while thumbing at the ’table’. Cing and Kus are

still a little confused as the watch Tik walk by.

SCENE 7 - THE CAVE - A LITTLE LATER

Tik is leading the way with Kus and Cing sharing the rolling

duties as the roll the table along.

CING

Why do we still need this when

we’ve already used it to open that

trap door?

KUS

Maybe there’s another trap door

that we need to use this on?

(CONTINUED)
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CING

There better be some really great

treasure at the end of this!

TIK

We’re almost to the end there, and

then you can relax, boys.

The step around a corner and the bright sunlight blinds

everyone momentarily.

SCENE 8 - THE PRESERVED GARDEN

When the light subsides, we see a very pristine looking zen

garden type of environment that has been preserved, it is

surrounded by rather high cliffs, like we’re inside a dead

volcano that has flourished and is a little overgrown with

foliage. There are various flourishing fruit trees around as

well. In a distance, we can see a waterfall. A stream of

crystal clear water flows nearby.

Only after looking at everything do we come to the lone

individual in the middle of the garden - SIFU MONKEY! He is

sitting atop a pedestal in a semi-meditative position.

TIK

A-hem...

Sifu Monkey opens one suspicious (or fierce looking) eye and

looks straight at the trio.

He closes his eyes tightly and then opens wide.

SIFU MONKEY

So... You have come to claim your

prize!

Tik only nods in reply. Cing scoffs.

CING

I guess if he can’t give along

winded answer, he’d rather not say

anything?

KUS

Shhh...

SIFU MONKEY

I see you have brought an extra

table. You may put it down near

those rocks.

(CONTINUED)
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Sifu monkey points to some rocks. When Cing and Kus roll the

’table’ there, and place it there, with the three legs

propping it up, it looks like a the table they found in

Tik’s cabin and the rocks are just nice to be used as

stools.

SIFU MONKEY (CONT’D)

If you want to proceed, each of you

must answer a question! If you

answer correctly, you may stay and

proceed to claim your victory. If

you fail... The ground below you

will erupt with a gusher of red hot

burning molten lava and send you

flying away to your punishment!

TIK

Must you do this every time? Can’t

we just get on with it without

having to go through this test

every time we meet up?

KUS

(aside to Cing)

I guess Uncle Tik has done this

before.

SIFU MONKEY

We shall begin!

SCENE 9 - A LITTLE LATER FLIP SCREEN

Same place, but with a game show set-up. Kus, Cing and Tik

are behind individual stand with their names scrawled in

front. Sifu Monkey is behind his own stand that has a box on

top of it. Maybe even a short game show jingle.

SIFU MONKEY

One question each and we shall

begin with Mr. Kus.

(beat)

What.... Offerings have you brought

with you?

Kus opens his bag and starts piling things on his stand,

calling them out.

KUS

Some durian cake, four mangosteens,

a bag of duku langsat, juicy

watermelon and a bag of sweet sweet

rambutan.

(CONTINUED)
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SIFU MONKEY

Very good. Put them on the table.

Kus gathers everything in his arms and carries them off.

Sifu monkey turns to Cing.

CING

That seems easy enough. Fire away!

SIFU MONKEY

Very well, your turn.

(beat)

What... Is your favourite fruit?

CING

Rambutan! no... Wait...

DURI-AAAAAAAAAA....

A gusher of lava sends Cing flying the moment he changes his

mind. The gusher then stops, but no sign of Cing as Sifu

Monkey goes on regardless.

SIFU MONKEY

Last question.

(He lifts the lid off the box

on his stand)

What... Is your move?

On the stand is a chess board with a game in progress.

TIK

Here you go.

Tik moves one piece. Kus zips in to watch the game in

surprise. Sifu Monkey ponders the move.

SIFU MONKEY

Hmm....

Sifu Monkey counters the move.

SIFU MONKEY (CONT’D)

Check.

Tik moves another piece to take Sifu Monkey’s knight.

TIK

Checkmate.

Sifu Monkey is surprised and impressed.

He extends his hand. Tik takes it and they shake.

(CONTINUED)
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SIFU MONKEY

Good game.

KUS

That’s what all this is about?

TIK

Well, you did bring the snacks and

there are lots of fruits around

with a nice cool spring there for

drinks. We can have a party!

Sifu Monkey gestures to the trees.

SIFU MONKEY

Of Course, help yourself!

Kus heads towards the trees, Tik and Sifu Monkey walk

towards a very nicely set table with the cakes and rambutans

and mangosteen.

Cing comes screaming (and crashing) into the ground.

Cing weakly climbs out of the hole with a groan.

A mangosteen is tossed towards him and it lands with a

bounce.

Cing looks at it. His tongue slurps it up. And we iris in to

black.

~END~


